Abstract: This paper studies optimization of train diagram with different speed of high-speed railways, and introduces soft time window to construct the optimization model of train diagram, aiming at minimizing the difference between the arrival and departure time of the trains and the expectation of passengers with the constraints of reasonable overtakes. A global optimization heuristic algorithm is designed with the combination of strategies on conflict resolution of the lines and simulated annealing, and the case study proves the effectiveness of the optimization method and shows the convergence of the algorithm.
Introduction
Modeling of train diagram is determining the traits of the trains on the routes and the relationship among the trains, which are finally displayed by train timetable.
Many researchers have studied deeply on optimization of train diagram, such as literature [1] [2] proposed a hierarchical of designing diagram by layer, the former used the method of Lagrangian relaxation to decompose the original problem, then the sub-problems were solved by the alghrithm; the latter constructed a layered superposed model which was solved by an improved genetic algorithm; literature [3] proposed a optimization method of temporal window scroll local to organically combine local optimization and global optimization; Literature [4] [5] proposed an method based on ordinal optimization, the former used the method of relaxation to resolute conflict; the latter introduced the method of ordinal optimization to improve computational efficiency.
The existing studies mostly macro studied train diagram, aiming at minimizing the travel time without strict constraints on the arrival and departure time of trains, which is considered in this paper by ensuring them in a expected time domain as much as possible to improve the service quality.
Problem description
As the high-speed trains can take overtake the low-speed trains, this paper studies the problem of arranging the trains under the constraints of different safety intervals and reasonable overtaking, with the given departure time domain on originating station of high-speed train and the arrival time domain on the next station of low-speed train. This article assumes as follows: (1) a low-speed train can't be overtaken more than twice at one station; (2) trains run at a uniform speed in the section.
Modeling methodology
Mathematical formulation. Parameters in this paper are defined as follows: 
The fare is 0 when the departure and arrival time is in the expected domain. Function(1) describes the penalty function when departure time of high-speed trains aren't in the domain; function(2) describes the penalty function when arrival time of high-speed trains aren't in the domain.
The difference value of the actual departures and arrivals with the time domain can be described as:
Constraints formulation. Trains have to subject to the following constraints to ensure safety and operational efficiency because of the high concentration of high-speed trains in operation.
, 1min uuad jj
In which, the constraints are respectively on running time on sections, stop time at stations, safety of train track, interval of concessive arrivals, time domain of departure and arrivals and suitable overtaking.
Heuristic algorithm design
The basic idea of the algorithm: conflict resolution is designed, then simulated annealing algorithm is used for global optimization of train diagram.
Conflict resolution strategy of train diagram. Conflict resolution is used to ensure the lines satisfy the constraints of the model. 1) Conflict resolution in sections. When the preceding train is a low-speed train and the following train is a high-speed train, there may be a conflict in the section which needs to be adjusted: . If the moved lines can meet the constraints on departure and arrival times, the conflict resolution succeeds; otherwise, conflict resolution is performed on the interval of working at the station.
2) Conflict resolution on stations. Conflict resolution on stations refers to when the trains can't satisfy the interval constraints, the lines can be moved to satisfy the constraints of work at stations: Formula (12) describes the range of movement when train j and the preceding train j′ can't meet the safety tracking interval at station u ; Formula (13) describes the range of movement when train j and the preceding train j′ can't meet the successive arrival interval at stationu ; Formula (14) describes the range of movement when train j and the preceding train j′ can't meet the interval between arrival and departure at station u ;
A global optimization algorithm based on simulated annealing algorithm. This paper designs a global optimization algorithm combined the principle of adjustment for train lines with the base of simulated annealing algorithm, and the steps are as follows:
Step 1: Initialization.
Step 1.1: Input the parameters N 、 1 N 、 2 N 、U , then read [,] el jj htht and [,] el ii ctct to transfer the arrival time of low-speed train at the next station into originating time domain;
Step Step 2: Regard FT as the initial solution of simulated annealing algorithm, and calculate its objective as the current optimal solution,
Step 3: Construct solution field: generate a integer z randomly from [1, ] N as the number of the train to be adjusted and record the train's departure time 
Case study
Parameter settings. Taking a high-speed railway as an example, on which 7 stations are located. In the research period, 16 trains originate, of which 13 trains are high-speed while 3 low-speed. The referred parameters are shown in Table 1 ; the pure running time of different trains on sections is shown in Table 2 ; the time domain of train departure time is shown in Table 3 ; the parameters of simulated annealing algorithm are shown in Table 4 . Result analysis. Numerical example was conducted on a computer with the following configuration: 4GB Memory, Windows 7 operating system, and the processor CPU is Inter Core i5 with 1.8GHz. The optimal train schedule was computed by VC ++, and the objective function is zero, with 12.5-min running time. The best departure time of the train on origin station is shown in Table 5 . Fig 1 Comparison between initial solution and optimal solution As can be seen from the results, due to the difference in speed between high-speed trains and low-speed trains, low-speed train5 is overtaken by high-speed train6 and7 at station3 and 5; low-speed train10 is overtaken by high-speed train11 and12 at station3 and 5; low-speed train15 is overtaken by high-speed train16 at station3 and 5. Therefore, the overtaking meets the rule of high-speed trains could overtake low-speed trains; and the trains are overtaken by one or two trains, which meet the assumption.
Conclusions
This paper introduced soft time windows of departure and arrival time to optimal high-speed train diagram, an optimization model was built with constraints of overtaking. The results show that the goal decreased from 45 to 0, ensuring the departure and arrival time of all trains in expected domain, and the overtaking of trains meet the assumptions.
